Customized Coaching and Modeling
Strengthen collaboration within your elementary schools
Coaching
●
●

Modeling of instructional strategies,
prompting for reflection, and feedback
On-demand virtual support

Materials
Ready-to-use materials including visual aids, color-coded
lesson kits, and resources for pedagogical strategy use

Assessment
●
●

Formative, teacher-driven assessment
Optional baseline and summative assessments

Resources
●
●

Online lesson plans, videos, and assessments
Optional, self-paced, online teacher training

Improvement Cycles
PDSA cycles of improvement for School Working Groups
of teachers and leaders focused on increasing
collaborative learning practices

Regional Cohort
Opportunities for Working Groups to form, join,
or visit a cohort to share and learn from others

“Students improved in communicating ideas, working
towards goals, and empathizing with others.”
Kelly Pratt, Kindergarten Teacher

Scope and Sequence
PreK-2nd Grades
Master TeamBuilders Competencies
● Listening
● Helping
● Sharing
● Encouraging
3rd Grade
● Provide and accept feedback
4th Grade
● Resolve conflicts as a team
5th Grade
● Understand personal responsibility
● Manage projects as a team

Learn more about our impact: tiny.cc/TeamBuilders

www.TeamBuildersGroup.com
@teambuildersgrp

TeamBuilders Coaches:
●
●
●

●

Co-create goals with your team, oversee
customized implementation
Adapt assessments and rubrics for you
Provide PD materials, lesson kits, visual
aids, and resources for a voluntary group
of educators
Facilitate 3 virtual meetings and 2
in-person PD days

Jordan P. Lippman, PhD
“TeamBuilders services are filling
a missing piece in helping our
teachers build student skills and
improve classroom behavior.”
Kristin Golomb
Director of Innovation

Strategically Select a District Initiative
as the Focus of Our Work

FACULTY PD
WORKGROUPS

Enhanced academic group work
(Maker Ed, Design Thinking, PBL)

STUDENT
SUCCESS

THEORY
OF
ACTION

Improved student behavior
(PBIS, SEL, Anti-bullying)
INSTRUCTION
INTEGRATION

Deepened faculty collaboration
(Co-planning, Co-teaching, PLCs)

Fully Tailored, Customized Approach
CULTURE
SHIFT

●
●
●
●
●

Curriculum integration
Coaching and modeling
Extensions to school culture
Assessment strategy and analysis
Parent engagement events

Founder
The TeamBuilders Group
Jordan leads the research and development
efforts at The TeamBuilders Group. He is an
experienced researcher, learning engineer,
facilitator and thought-leader in the field of
education. His award-winning research on
learning has been published in books and
journals such as Instructional Science. Jordan
has been invited to present at educational
summits around blended learning, curriculum
integration, 21st Century Skills, maker education,
and professional development.
Jordan has co-founded and sold an EdTech
startup and served on the strategic advisory
board of the Partnership for 21st Century
Learning (P21.org). He is currently the Research
Director of a national study of the instruction
and assessment of collaboration in schools
called Collaboration Nation, and he serves on
the board of the Three Rivers Educational
Technology Conference (TRETC).

LET’S TALK!
Call Jordan 773.339.6557
Jordan@TeamBuildersGroup.com

